Display and Record Sensor Data
1. To record data, press the Record button on the graph screen. The
current data will clear and the app will record new sensor data.
2. To stop the data recording, press the Stop button.
3. When the data recording has stopped, you can scroll through the graph,
zoom in and out, and select graph points to view the data values.
4. Press the Share button to save or export the recorded sensor data.
5. When you are done reviewing or saving your data, press the Clear
button to start streaming real-time sensor data again.
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PocketLab Voyager Getting Started Guide
On/Off Button
Temperature Jack

Camera Sync Mode (iOS and Android only)
1. To enable video recording, press the Camera Mode icon on the top right
of the screen. The screen will toggle between the four display modes.
2. To record an experiment use the Record, Stop, and Play buttons like
normal.
3. When you playback the experiment, the graph data and video recording
will be in sync.
4. You can export the sensor and video data as a synced movie. The video
processing takes 5-10 times longer than the length of the recorded data.
So for a 10 second clip, the process can take 1-2 minutes.
Disconnect the Sensor
1. To disconnect, press and hold the top button on the PocketLab sensor
for 5 seconds. The LED indicator will flash red then stop.
2. Exit the PocketLab app.

For more detailed instructions and experiments go to
www.thepocketlab.com
For technical support, email:
support@thepocketlab.com
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PocketLab Voyager
Sensor Capabilities
Acceleration
Angular Velocity
Magnetic Field
Barometric Pressure
Altitude
Infrared Rangefinder
Internal Temperature
Temperature Probe
Humidity
Light Intensity
Connection
Bluetooth 4.0
Battery
Rechargeable Li-Poly
Connect via micro USB
240 mAh capacity
Size
3.9 x 3.9 x 1.6 cm
(1.5 x 1.5 x 0.6 in)
17 grams (0.6 oz)

App Button Functionality
Disconnect or nickname the sensor
Select the sensor graph views

App Installation and Setup
1. The PocketLab app operates best on the latest operating systems. Please
make sure your OS version is up to date.
2. Download the free The PocketLab app from the Apple App Store,
Google Play Store, or Google Chrome Web Store.

Memory Data Logging set up
Select sensor
data rate

or
Select the graph units

Select camera modes
(iOS and Android only)
Zero Zero out the offset of the graph data
Clear Clear recorded data and display new
real-time graph data
Toggle table or graph view
Toggle on/off X, Y, Z axis

3. On Mac OS and Chromebooks you can also use the PocketLab Web App.
In your Chrome browser go to www.thepocketlab.com/app
4. After installation is complete, go to your device settings and turn
Bluetooth ON.
Battery Charging
1. To charge the battery, connect a micro USB cable to the connector on
the PocketLab. Plug the USB cable into a USB charger or computer port.
2. The LED will blink red every 10 seconds while charging.
Connect PocketLab Sensor and App
On iOS and Android
1. Launch the PocketLab app.
2. Press the top button on the PocketLab sensor. The LED will flash
alternating red and green.
3. If the PocketLab sensor is in close range to your device, the sensor will
connect automatically, and the LED will flash red. If the sensor does not
connect, tap on the serial number on the connection screen.
4. When connected to the app, the LED will flash green every 5 seconds.
On Mac OS and Chromebooks
1. Launch the PocketLab app or go to the web app from your Chrome
browser at www.thepocketlab.com/app.
2. Press the top button on the PocketLab sensor. The LED will flash
alternating red and green.
3. The icon and serial number of the PocketLab will appear on the device
screen. Tap on the sensor name to connect. The LED will flash red.
4. When connected to the app, the LED will flash green every 5 seconds.

Keep Exploring:
- Put PocketLab Voyager on a cart and crash it into a wall. Then
design a cushion for the car or wall that reduces the impact force
(measured by acceleration) of the crash.
-Attach PocketLab Voyager to the end of a spring and use the
accelerometer to measure it’s harmonic motion. Add weights or try
different springs to see how the frequency is affected.
-Attach PocketLab Voyager to a ceiling fan and measure it’s
centripetal acceleration and angular velocity. Change the distance
the PocketLab Voyager is from the center of the fan and the ceiling
fan speed to see whether the centripetal acceleration or angular
velocity is affected.
-Earquake! Attach PocketLab Voyager to a structure on a shake table
to simulate a tremor. Can you engineer the structure to be more safe
during an Earthquake?
-Cut a PocketLab sized slot in a foam ball. Insert the PocketLab and
measure the motion of the ball as you throw, kick, or spike it to
explore sports science.
-For more experiments, videos, and science kits go to
www.thepocketlab.com.
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Shake PocketLab Voyager back and forth along different axes. How
does the graph change?
Measure free fall (acceleration scalar)
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With PocketLab Voyager at rest, change its orientation with respect
to Earth’s gravity. How does the graph change?
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Throw PocketLab Voyager in the air and catch it. How do the forces
acting on the Pocketlab Voyager affect its acceleration?

Gyroscope

ωy
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Measure yourself spinning
Hold the PocketLab Voyager at your
Iy= moment of inertia
mid-section so the orange side is
facing out and the y-axis arrow is
pointing up. When you spin to the left
or right, watch as the y-axis of the
ωy
ωy
graph measures the rate of your
rotation. What kind of gymnastics
moves would you have to do to
measure rotation about the x- and z-axis? Next, try spinning in an
office chair with your arms out, then pull them in like a figure skater
and see how your rate of rotation changes.
Attach PocketLab to a wheel or a can of soup
Attach PocketLab Voyager to the side
of a can of soup or the side of a
wheel on a bike or toy car. Roll the
can of soup or wheel so that the
PocketLab rotates about the z-axis as
it rolls.
Measure linear velocity
To find the linear velocity of a single point on the outside of the
wheel as it turns, multiply the angular velocity by the radius of the
wheel. To find the linear velocity of the center of the wheel, use
the equation below. Can you find the linear velocity of a rolling
wheel or can of soup?
v

circumference of wheel

v=ωc
w

r

linear velocity of wheel

angular
velocity

Keep Exploring:
-Build a wind spinner that measures the speed of the wind in
RPM. For more information visit www.thepocketlab.com/support.

Magnetometer
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If the direction of an axis of the magnetometer is aligned with the
direction of the magnetic field, the strength of the magnetic field will
increase along that axis. Can you find the north and south side of a
magnet on your refrigerator?
Keep Exploring:
-Measure the magnetic field of an electric current.
-PocketLab Compass: Find magnetic North using your PocketLab.
-For more information and activities, visit the PocketLab Community
Site at www.thepocketlab.com/support

VelocityLab
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What is VelocityLab?
VelocityLab is a separate app that works with PocketLab Voyager. It’s
similar to the PocketLab app, but used speciﬁcally to measure the
position, velocity, and acceleration of the PocketLab rolling on a wheel.
Download the VelocityLab app*
Go to the iOS or Chromebook app store and search VelocityLab.
Find some wheels and attach your PocketLab
You can use VelocityLab with anything that rolls. A can of soup works
great. Attach your PocketLab Voyager, connect to the VelocityLab app,
follow the prompts, and you’re off.
Explore with VelocityLab
It’s easiest to attach your PocketLab
to the side of your wheels or soup
can so that it rotates about the
z-axis.
z

Position
Velocity

Acceleration
z

z

time (s)

Roll the wheels or soup can down an incline. As they travel, you should
observe an increase in velocity/positive accerlation caused by a net
force from gravity. When the wheels reach the end of the ramp and travel
on a flat surface, you should see a decrease in velocity/negative
acceleration caused by a net force from friction.
For more VelocityLab information and activities visit the PocketLab
Community site at www.thepocketlab.com/support.
*VelocityLab is currently available for iOS and Chromebook only

IR Rangefinder
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Measuring position and velocity
Open the range finder in the app settings and display the position
and velocity graph. Point the PocketLab Voyager at a desk or wall
(Note: A white, solid surface will get the best signal). Move the
PocketLab closer and then farther from the surface. The PocketLab
is using an infrared signal to calulate its distance from the surface
which is then used to calulate its velocity.
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Measure the velocity of a cart
Attach the PocketLab Voyager to the top of a cart so the IR
IR rangefinder
rangefinder is pointing at a wall. Display the position
and velocity graph and push the cart toward the wall
to measure its velocity. Can you calculate the kinetic
energy of the cart? Explore energy transfer and
mass
momentum by turning your cart into a rubber
2
1
_
K.E.=2 mv
band powered cart or colliding two carts into
each other. Materials to build carts can be
velocity
kinetic energy
found in the PocketLab STEM Kit available at www.thepocketlab.com.

Field of view:
25゜
Range: 10 cm to 3 m

Dew Point
Dew point indicates the temperature to which the air would need to
cool to be 100% saturated with water vapor (relative humidity of
100%). Dew point is calculated from the current air temperature and
the relative humidity of the air. The dew point can never be higher
than the current air temperature because air can never be more than
100% saturated with water. If the dew point and the air temperature
are the same, the air can no longer hold water vapor and condensation occurs.
Dew point is often used as an indication of how “comfortable” the
weather is when considering both temperature and humidity. A dew
point of 70℉ (21.11°C) would be considered uncomfortable because
if the air temperature is 80℉ (26.67°C), for example, it would be
extremely humid while being fairly hot. If the air temperature is much
higher, 100℉ (37.78°C) for example, it would be extremely hot while
still being fairly humid. Also, the more saturated the air the more
difficult it is for sweat to evaporate which is how the body cools itself
on a hot day. Generally, dew points of 50℉ - 59℉ are considered
comfortable, 60℉ - 69℉ are considered uncomfortable, and 70℉
and up are considered very uncomfortable.

Heat Index
Heat index indicates how hot it “feels” when considering both air
temperature and relative humdidy. For example, at 92℉ and 40%
humidity the heat index is 94℉, but at 70% humidity it jumps up to
112℉. Visit the PocketLab Community page for heat index charts
and other information at www.thepocketlab.com.

Weather

Light Intensity
A certain amount of light will illuminate a surface less if that light is
spread out over a greater area, but it will illuminate a surface more if
that area is smaller. This is a good way to think about light intensity
or illuminance. Think of it as how much visible light is spread out
over a given area. Your PocketLab’s light sensor measures light
intensity in lux which is equal to one lumen per square meter.
Why do solar panels face a certain direction?
Take your PocketLab and place it on a flat surface so
the light sensor is facing up. Measure the light intensity
θ
from a flashlight as it it points at the PocketLab from
different angles. Use a protractor to get the angles precise
and attach the PocketLab to a ruler or stick to keep the distance
between the flashlight and the PocketLab controlled. At what angle is
the intensity the greatest?

Go outside and imagine your PocketLab is a solar panel and you’re
deciding how to fix it to a roof. At what angle and in what direction
would your solar panel get
the best results? Will that
change throughout the day?
How might that affect your
decision? What about if you
were in the Southern
Hemisphere versus
the Northern Hemisphere?

Relative Humidity
Air can hold a certain amount of water vapor depending on the
temperature. Warmer air can hold a greater amount of water vapor.
Colder air can hold less water vapor. Relative humidity is a percentage that gives the amount of water in the air relative to the maximum
amount of water the air can hold at the current temperature.
Water vapor in your breath
Quantify the water vapor in your breath by exhaling near your
PocketLab. You should see a significant change in the relative
humidity reading. How does this relate to “seeing” your breath in cold
temperatures?
How are air temperature and relative humidity related?
To investigate, use your PocketLab to record the air temperature and
relative humidity outside for one hour. Try again every six hours for
24 hours. You can also use your PocketLab’s onboard memory to
continuously record data for all 24 hours (see instruction manual for
details on using the onboard memory).
Before you begin, predict what time of day you think the air will be the
hottest and coldest. Predict what time of day you think the air will be
the most humid and least humid.
After collecting the data, determine whether your predictions were
correct. When was the hottest and coldest part of the day? When
was the most humid and least humid part of the day? How did those
results relate to sunrise and sunset? How is relative humidity related
to air temperature? Can you see that relationship in the results of
your experiment?

Barometric
Pressure

What is barometric pressure?
Put your PocketLab in a bag, fill it with air, and seal the bag. When
you squeeze the bag, watch the pressure change.
weight 1
Fgrav

What is happening? When you squeeze the bag, the air molecules are
being pushed closer and closer together and more are pushed back
against the surface of the bag. You can feel the increase in pressure
on your hand.
How does the sensor work?
The sensor inside your PocketLab works on a similar principle. There
is a sealed cavity that compresses and expands with the air around
it, and a piezoresistor measures the tiny changes in the size of the
cavity.
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Keep Exploring:
-Build a PocketLab spirometer to measure the forced vital capacity of
your lungs. For instructions visit the PocketLab Community Site at
www.thepocketlab.com/support.
-Take a hike! Take your PocketLab with you on a hike. As you change
elevations, how is the air pressure different? Why do you think this is?

Light Intensity

Light Filter Investigation
Colored light filters allow certain colors of light to pass through while
absorbing other colors. A pure blue filter would absorb all colors of
light except blue.
1. Shine a flashlight on your PocketLab’s light sensor. Place a color
filter between the flashlight and the PocketLab. What happens to the
color of the light? What happens to the light intensity reading?
2. Try different filters. How does the color and light
intensity change?
3. Predict how the color of light and intensity will
change when you combine two filters. Test it out.

Light Sensor

Polarization of light exploration
Unpolarized light is a light wave that vibrates on more than one
plane. Polarized light is a light wave that vibrates only on a single
plane. A common way to polarize light is with a polarizing filter which
can block out light waves traveling on a certain plane while allowing
light waves on another plane to travel through.
1. Align two light polarizers. Look through them and rotate one 90°.
As it rotates, what do you notice?
2. Align two light polarizers and place them on top of the PocketLab.
Shine the flashlight directly on the light sensor.
3. Rotate one of the light polarizers slowly to 90 degrees. What do
you notice?
For polarizing filters in an ideal setting, the light intensity reading
should follow the proportion to the right.

2

To learn more research Malus’s Law.

I α cos θ

light
intensity

angle between
axes of filters

Keep Exploring:
For lesson plans and activities with light polarizers and filters, visit
the PocketLab Community Site at www.thepocketlab.com/support.

Make a Wind
Spinner

r

Build a wind spinner
Measure the speed of the wind by building a wind spinner and
connecting it to an encoder. Use your own materials or materials
from the PocketLab STEM Kit available at www.thepocketlab.com.
Hold 4 in. dowels
in place using two
wheels, secured
with rubber
band or screws.

Build blades to catch
the wind using cardboard and
tape to dowels.
5 in. dowel

light

This diagram shows
supplies to build a
wind spinner from the
PocketLab STEM Kit.

Encoder
Straw, cut to 3 in.

Base plate

2 in. dowel fixed to base plate

Build a rotary encoder with PocketLab’s light sensor
Attach a strip of cardboard to a wheel that can spin. The cardboard
should hang off the wheel at least one cardboard
inch. Spin the wheel so that when the
strip of cardboard passes over the
PocketLab it casts a shadow on the
light sensor. Use a high data rate in
the app settings so you can measure
the change in light intensity.
light sensor
3

2

Can you figure out the rate of
rotation of the wheel in RPM
(revolutions per minute) from
the graph?
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